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ABSTRACT ,

The probletii of determining lateral stability of poles of con-

statit rectangular cross-section embedded in cohesionless soils has . 

previously been treated by assuming a linear relationship between 

horizontal soil pressure and hofizohtal displacement of a vertical . 

surface against the soil. Earlier, freatments = have also been based on 

the assumption that pressure-displacement relationships for vertical 

surfaces of finite width do not differ from those of infinite width.

A  theory based on fhe above mentioned assumptions is presented 

and examined. Model tests are conducted to determine whether these 

assumptions might,be significantly improved. Then, based on apparent 

relationships revealed by the model study, new stability equations are
v'.' ; .V-deyelpped and compared with the equations deyeloped under the old

assumptions. , ' - -y . • : . ;:. ; , ■
' .* . . '■ . . , '■ ■ - ■' This ; investigation indicates that; the. new equations not only

provide significantly greater allowable loads, but much more accurately
t' ■describe pole behavior as well. It is also indicated that continued 

pursuit in the general direction of this treatment will yield further 

improvement in pole stability theory.



.Chapter 1.

' INTROBCCilON

lol Statement of the Problem ;

Quite often it is sufficient to know the maximum horizontal 

load a pole will withstand without danger of failure« The definition 

of failure used depends upon the function of the simple structure : 

referred to here as a pole. It is assumed here that the pole itself 

is sufficiently strong to support the load. This paper is concerned 

With failure of the pole foundation^ that is, the material in which 

the pole is embedded,.

'''-If the sole purpose of the pole is to provide a reaction to a 

horizontal loadj, nothing short of total 'collapse may constitute a 

failure. If the pole were a hitching post in a farmer's hack yard^ the 

pole will not have "failed"/until: the horse!,has: gotten away. On the 

other hand, if the pole were:a hitching p o s t i n  front of a well kept 

saloon/ the inn keeper may be inclined to feel that "severe leaning" 

of the pole constitutes a failure.

We now have another possible criterion for failure, In many 

instances ft may be important to know both the horizontal displacement 

and angle of rotation of the pole at the ground surface. If these two 

items are known, it is a simple matter for the structural designer to
■■■• V V . , . , ^ f  - C  : '  . - ' ■ "

determine what configuration the pole will;take from the ground surface 

'up*, .:Y; -  —  : : - V ..f'' ' ' "  -



In order to give the structural designer this information^ the 

foundation designer tnust know the configuration of the pole from the 

grbtmd surface down and just.how the foundation material reacts to this 

configuration,. If the pole is rigid the elastic curve of the pole will, 

of coursej, be a straight line. The point of rotation, or the point at 

which the axis of the pole after loading intersects the original posi

tion of the pole axiSj, will be determined by the geometry of the 

distribution of pressure exerted on the pole by the foundation material. 

For a given soil, the geometry of the pressure distribution will vary 

with the ratio of height Of load application to depth of embedment, ' 

Once this relationship and the general shape of the pressure distribu

tion curve are know#, the foundation designer can theoretically provide 
the structural designer with the necessary information on configuration 

of the pole at the ground surface. .

If the pole is flexible,; the problem becomes more complex. 

Before the configuration of the pole below the surface can be known, 

the geometry of the pressure distribution must be - k n o w n B u t ,  before 

the pressure distribution can be known, the configuration of the pole 

must be known.'■■■&. rigorous solution seems# at best, very untidy (messy, 

:in other.;words): v he • author avoids this as- much as possible by sacri

ficing'a great. deal of rigor, yet not a serious amount of accuracy, it 

is hoped, by first approximating the pole configuration and then by 

using an approximate.solution to the resulting equations.



1,2 Method of Attack, ; ' J % -

Some work has been done o n t h e  problem of determining the

of single short:.Jjilesilaiifally, loaded at ■ some distance above 

the ground surface. It appears that the bulk of this work has been 

experimental, To the author ss knowledge^ the few theoretical treat-; 

ments have all been based on the assumption that the resistance of 

the soil to horizontal displacement varies linearly with the magnitude 

of that displacement. For convenience^, the theory developed, on this 

basis will he referred to as the linear theory. According to 

T e r z a g h i ^  the ratio between a horizontal pressure per unit of area 

of a vertical surface and the corresponding horizontal displacement is . 

called the coefficient of horizontal soil reaction. Let us denote the 

horizontal pressure per unit of area by (p)y the magnitude of the hori

zontal displacement by (h)^ and the coefficient of horizontal soil 

reaction by (m ) „ The equation defining ;then is .

h ( 1 , 1).

At a giVen depth below the surface the ratio (p/h) previously has been 

assumed to be constant. It has been assumed further that this ratio 

varies somehow with the depth below the surface, or that (M) is some 

function of depth. If the depth below the surface is denoted by (z), 

the mathematical expression equivalent to the last assumption is

_P_
h M(z) (1,2)



where M(z) denotes some function of (2)«, For cohesionless soils the 

usual assumption is thafcH(z) can be adequately described by

M(z) = (1.3)

wherein (mh) is an empirical constant which is independent of depth^^» 

For clay it has been assumed that M(z) is a constant, or

M(2) = kb ' (1.4) '

Inasmuch as the author*s treatment of the problem to date has 

been restricted to cohesionless soils/ discussion from this point on will

pertain to cohesionless soilsonly, except in Chapter 7 where sugges-

tlons for future wdfk will be discussed= 

Based on the relationship

. - i;',: '■

v ' 'V ■
■ ; ■■

h (1,5)

expressions for the horizontal load and distance from the surface to 

the point of rotation are easily d e r i v e d T h e s e  expressions will be 

presented hnd discussed in detail in Chapter 2,

The method employed by the authof in analyzing the problem for 

poles of constant rectangular cross-section embedded in Cohesionless 

soils involves the following;

1, Modification of assumptions made in linear theory,

: . " 2, Determination of unknown functions and: coef ficients which 

appear in assumed relationships by means of model study 

V observations, : z V'''’-, ; : . ■. ...



3* Mathematical development of theory based on new assumptions
■■ ^: /, :;:;: . ^ ./ \ . % ' ■

utilizing experimentally determined relationships,

4o Ghecking the equations developed against’results obtained 

' from the model study» '

f First, it seemed undesirable to be restricted to, a linear :

relationship between the horizontal pressure Cp) and horizontal 

displacement (h)« Instead^ it was assumed merely that (p) could be 

described adequately by some reasonably simple function of (h)« This 

function Was denoted by f(h) and a new coefficient, similar to the 

previously defined coefficient of horizontal soil reaction (M) 5 was 

denoted by (Mi) o Then (M]_) was defined by the relationship

f(h)
, -.v’; j?: ■ (1.6)

(Mi) was assumed to vary linearly with depth below the surface 

just as was (M) in the linear theory. It was hoped that (Mi) could be 

adequately described by;the relationship ’:.v;

'1 ,m(W,P)z (1.7)

where m(Wj,D) is a coefficient to be determined experimentally« It was

assumed that m(M.D) would not necessarily be a constant^ but that it 

might vary with the geometry of the embedded portion of the pole due, 

to a three-dimensional influence of stresses in the soil about the 

pole. It was further assumed that this variation with pole geometry 

would be a function of width and depth of embedment alone» The 

effects of friction forces acting along the sides of the pole parallel



to the line of actionof the load were assumed to be of negligible
i"'1

magnitude compared to forces developed on the faces of the pole normal
 ̂ : : .; .. V  . / . /.

tc? the lind of action of. the Ipado ■ ■'

Keeping in mind that (m) is possibly a function of the pole 

width (W) and the depth o£ embedment (D)/ the notation m(Wj,D) will now 

be dropped and the coefficientwill be'designated simply by (m), The

wherein f(h) and (m) are to be derived from a model study.



Chapter 2 

DISCUSSION OF THE LINEAR THEORY

As was mentioned in Chapter 1# the linear theory is based on 

the assumption that the unit pressure exerted on a vertical surface as 

it moves against a soil mass increases linearly with the displacement, 

or distance moved. Although C z e r n i a k ^  and A n d e r s o n h a v e  both 

used this basic assumption in their respective treatments on rigid 

pole foundations, the pertinent equations are derived by the author 

for the purpose of examining the roles played by certain of the vari

ables . The derivation is preserited in detail in Appendix A . 2,

Figure 1 illustrates the authorls use -of symbols.

The equation giving the theoretical load for a given angle of
■ ■ V ' - - ■ ' ' ' v- ' . ' . • : 1 ’ .

rotatioh, ; .. . ' ' ;

increases with the cube of the depth of embedment, As would be 

expected, the load decreases non-linearly as (r), the ratiopf height to 

depth of embedment; increases.



8

H = rD

B = kD

FIG. 1 SKETCH ILLUSTRATING POSITION OF A RIGID POLE AFTER LOADING



The equation for.fche ratio of depth to point of rotation to 

depth of embedment • . ■ -V ' . '
■ - 7

k =

r

3 Hr 4r
4. + 6r
< '

(2.8)

indicates that this theoretical ratio (k) is a function of (r) only^ 

where (f) is thd ratio between the distance from the surface to the 

centroid of the hbrizohtal loading and. the depth of embedment. 

Examination of this equation shows that as (r) becomes very large} (k) 

approaches a:value of 2/3. As (r) approaches zero, or as the position 

of the load approaches the ground surface, (k) approaches a value of 

3/4. As long as the resultant of applied horizontal forces remains 

above the ground surface, the theoretical position of the point of 

rotation will lie somewhere between 2/3 the depth of.embedment and 

3/4 the depth of embedment.

The equation for the pressure in terms of the load (E) is

p = (u2 . ^
W

(2.10)

where ,m/~ s/B^.■ :the ratio: of depth below the surface to the depth of 

embedment. The pressure (p) will represent the average pressure 

acting across the width of the pole since it is expected that the 

unit pressure at the edges of the pole will not be the same as the 

pressure at the center. It is assumed that the maximum pressure, wher

ever it may occur across the width of the pole, will not be suffi

ciently greater than the average pressure to be of serious consequence.v



Recalling that (p) will be positive when acting in the positive x- 

direction, the maximum negative (p) will occur at the midpoint between 

• the ground surface and the point of rotation^ and the maximum positive 

(p) will occur at the bottom of the embedded portion of the pole. 

Figure 2 illustrates ..the. variation in pressure with depth as it occurs

in the linear theory. , v
■' )  ' . ' ; : ; ;

, Now an important question may be raised.’ Just how large can 

the load (P) become before the pressure at some point along the 

embedded portion Of the pole becomes great enough to cause a  shear 

failure in the Soil? ::v ='■. .7- ■ ■ •: ’ ''v- ,

" ; If the pressure- required to cause S ’ shear failure at any ’ ■ 

depth (z) is called ( p a ) I t  is quite obvious that the entire embedded 

portion of the pole will hot reach pressures equal to (pa) at the same 

load. If it is desired to prevent the theoretical pressure (p) from 

exceeding .(Pa) ■. any point along the embedded portion, it will be

necessary to know how (pa) varies with depth. Xerzaghi 3b7) gj_veg , 

a simple relationship which has been used for free bulkheads in sand.

vnax yz (Kp, - % )

In terms of the notation used in this-paper, expression (2,11) becomes

KDU (2.14)

Where S  y ( %  “ X&) # (y) I s - the unit weight of the soil, Kp - . .

tan^(0 d- vtan?(45; :r :■ 4/2), and ( 4) -is" the - ahgle-.pf! internal :

’Ifiction of, the ;s o i l ’'It. :is ;ttot' expected that expression (2.14) Will' ;-’



11

Pa = NDu

(u - ku)

i
u

FIG. 2 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION UNDER LINEAR THEORY



•apply equally well to poles embedded in sand, Siace the ratio of 

Width to depth of embedment for poles is very small compared to the 

same ratio for bulkheads, it is expected that the three-dimensional 

•aspects of the; problem are much more influential on pole stability : 

than on free bulkhead stability^ The nature of this influence is 

difficult to analyge. As will be seen later, experimental, results 

taken from the model study indicate that expression (2.14) proyides

.a, safe estimate -of allowable pressure at any depth below the surface ••. 

within the ranges of widths and depths of embedment used in the tests.

Using equation (2.14) as a basis for estimating an allowable 

pressure distribution it will be seen (after examining Figure 2) that 

the theoretical pressure (p) will not exceed the hypothetical allowable 

pressure (pa) anywhere throughout the embedded portion of the pole if 

the slope of the pressure diagram at the surface does not exceed the 

slope of the dotted line which represents the distribution of (pg)

Let us define (Pg), the maximum load under eiastic equilibrium, 

as the theoretical load at which the slope of the pressure diagram at 

the surface is equal to the slope of the allowable pressure curve. The 

equation for this load will be

‘ X; :Pg ;•»: ? w %
6(3 4* 4r)

(2.16)

Equation (2.16) shows that (Pg) is independent of the soil coefficient 

(m^). This means that (1% )  does hot have to be known, unless it is 

desired to know pole •deflections. Although in is independent of the 

value of (m^), the theoretical load' (Pg) is still dependent upon the



geometry of the distribution of. pressure acting on the embedded portion 

of the pole and the distribution of allowable soil pressure6 ' The 

general shape of the pressure distribution curve,is determined by the 

nature of the variation of pressure with displacement. The theoretical 

point at which this curve crosses the pole axis, coincident with the 

point of rotation^ is determined by the ratio of height of load appli

cation to depth of embedment.

In Chapter 4 a new - assumptipn will lead to a theoretical 

pressure distribution somewhat different from the one derived here. 

The resulting equations will be compared with those presented in this 

chapter and also with model study observations.



' , ■■■ Chapter 3 . ' :  ; ; / : .

, THE MODEL STUDY \ \

3=1 Preliminary Considerations

&s in ahy experimental investigatipn? it is desirable to obtain 

the necessary, amount of sufficiently accurate data at a minimum expense 

of time,, e f f o r t a n d  material <. In order to determine what constitutes 

a necessary amount of data, the investigator must know in advance, if 

possible, just what kind of information will be the most,useful and 

just how much of t M s  information Will be required to draw the 

necessary conclusions with a reasonable degree of Confidence«, When a 

theoretical approach does not reveal itself, dimensional analysis can 

be extremely helpful in providing this kind of information. Of course, 

if dimensional analysis is to be successful, the investigator must 

include all of the significant variables with fheir proper dimensions, 

At the Outset of this investigation, a few trial dimensional 

analyses were performed, but the analyses did not.appear to yield any 

useful information not already provided.by, the equations derived under 

the crude assumptions of the linear theory. With this in mind, it was t 

hoped that the linear theory at least provided nseful hints regarding
'-f;:v " v , / \

the roles played by certain of the significant variables.



This model study was intended to serve three main purposes.

The first was to determine/ if possible, a good approximation to the 

relationship between horizontal displacement and the horizontal unit 

pressure resulting from this displacement. The second was to determine 

how this relationship varies with the geometry of the embedded portion, 

of the pole. The third was to provide a check on the validity of a 

theory which was to be based on these relationships along with other 
'A'assdi^d/relationsklps^ . ' ' %' ' ■■ ; .

It was Suspected that the relationship between horizontal 

pressure and horizontal displacement at any given depth would be 

difficult to observe directly. However, it was assumed that reliable 

measurements on horizontal load and angle of rotation at the surface 

could be made rather easily. It was then speculated that, once the 

relationship between the load (P) and the angle of rotation ((3) was 

determined, the relationship between the pressure (p) and the dis

placement (h) might be. inferred.

In the linear theory if was noticed that, for rigid poles, 

the pressure at any given depth varied directly with the load (P).

The location of the point of rotation was found to he independent of 

the load (P) or the angleof rotation O), so the displacement at any 

given depth was to vary, direcfly With the angle of rotation. Now (p) 

was assumed,to vary directly with (h). Equation (2.7) revealed that 

(P) varied difectly with (0)̂  also.

If a Simple relationship between (P) and O )  can be found 

, which will agree closely with measured values, it might be fruitful to 

assume that the same relationship exists between (p) and (h). If the



u

expression for (E) in terms of (p)# derived on the basis of this 

. stssuinpeion^ bears, the same relationship between (P) and (p) as the one 

observed, the assumed relationship between (p) and (h) ■will at least 

have the benefit of accurately describing observed behavior« This 

sort of inference way be clarified somewhat in Chapter 4 where the 

observe^ relationship between (P) and (p) is actually applied and the 

,:\''Vresnlt^ - discussed.' ., . ^

'Cttce the relationship between (p) and (h) is assumed, equa

tions similar to those derived in ttie linear theofy can be derived, 

provided f(h)z and f(h)z- turn out to be integrable functions of-.(z) = 

One of the equations will give the load (P) in terms of (m,p,¥,D). and 

some function of (r), say g(r). If the assumption that the coeffi

cient (m) varies only with pole width and depth of embedment is 

correct, a series of tests on a pble of constant (W) and (D) but of 

varying (r) will serve as a check on whether or not (P) varies 

directly with g(r) as it should- After g(r) has been verified, the 

soil coefficient (m) can be evaluated« By solving the appropriate 

equation explicitly for (m) this coefficient can be calculated for 

various pole widths and depths of embedment<. An attempt can then be 

made to find a relationship Which will describe the variation of (m)

with (¥) and (D). After evaluating this relationship for (m), the
■ ■

equations can be put into final form. They can then be checked 

against tests on rigid poles selected, at random. , V



Having determined (m) and £(h)5 approximate equations can be 

developed for flexible poleSj, assuming (m) and £(h) will not vary with 

pole rigidity. The resulting expressions for flexible poles can then 

be checked against tests on poles of varying flexural rigidity (R) „

On the basis of the foregoing discussion it was decided to 

conduct Sfx''Setiea o f ' W  Three series were to be conducted on

/essentfallyVKigid poles varying/ in turiy height of load application

|H) g pole widfh (W) t and depfh of embedment (D) „ The remaining three

series were to be conducted on flexible poles v a r y i n g i n  turn, 

flexural rigidity (R), height (H), and depth (D)« Each test was to - 

eonsist of several measurements of horisontal load (?) versus (§), the 

angle of rotation at the surface of the soil.

3=2 Description of Experimental Apparatus

The first consideration was to decide upon the inside dimen- 

Sions of a box that was to containthe soil in which the poles were 

to he embedded» For ease of handling, it was desirable to have the 

box- -as, small. as possible Without 'danger Of-the. Walls of • the box i n - ; 

flueacittg pressures developed in the soil surrounding a pole. The 

zone of influence would depend on the dimensions of the embedded 

portion of the pole, the magnitudes of pressures developed, and 

certain unknown properties of the soil,,

It was decided to conduct a few preliminary tests, using a 

meter stick embedded in a pail of Ottawa sand, in the hope <£ obtaining 

some clues to the geometry of the zone of influence under the severest



of load conditions® This was done for both dry and saturated sando In
V • ; V " ;  - ■ ' ■ . -V ■' ' ■. ■ ' . : , ;....

each instance the meter stick was pulled completely overo In the satu

rated sand# failure surfaces developed and for each test the dimensions 

of the perimeter of the failure surface at the sand surface were measured* 

In dry sand^ failure surfaces could not be observed, but it was observed

that, over an area surrounding the meter stiek,the sand surface was 

raised to some extent* The dimensions o f t h e  perimeters of visible 

raised, areas were measured* iSeSe'vperimeters;: were , used as rough measures; 

of maximum extent of effective zones of influencea For both dry and satu

rated sand, the perimeters appeared to extend a distance roughly equal to

the depth in the direction of the Toad and roughly one-fourth the depth

on either side of the pole in the horizontal direction normal to the lead* 
/-v. "■ : ■ ; ; ■

From the standpoint of'simplifying calculations, it seemed

desirable to perform the majority of tests on poles one inch xd.de. The 

estimated geoinetry of zones of influence indicated that the box should 

b e a t  least twice as long as the greatest depth of embedment. For 

ease of handling it was felt that the upper limit of soil volume 

/Should/he" in .the neighhofhood of .'one' cubic foot, It was decided that /' 

for a soil depth of ten inches the maximum depth of emhedmenf should 

not exceed nine inches. This meant that the box Should be at least 

eighteen inches long inside. For a depth of embedment of nine inches 

and a maximum pole width of about three inches, the box.should be at 

least eight inches wide. Using these rough dimensions the volume was 

estimated at a little under a cubic foot. Enough suitable material 

was available to make a box of inside dimensions 9-1/2" wide,, 12" high, 

and 19" long. Filling the box with soil to a depth of ten inches



resulted i n a  Soilvolume of slightly over one cubic foots

The box is shorn in Figure 3<, The bottom and one side of the 

box were made of one-fourth inch aluminuma The ends were made of one- 

sixteenth inch aluminum and the remaining side was made of one-fourth 

inch plexiglass. All were riveted to a frame made of aluminum angles. 

Angles were riveted on the outside of the box so that the inside would, 

be free, from obstructions, Inside joints were sealed with an epoxy 

resin so that the box would be' water tight,
V." V'/ ; : ; ‘ /

Aluminum was chosen because of its light weight and non-

corrosive properties, Plexiglass was used on pne side so that visual 

studies could be made in the future. It was felt that a transparent 

side may have other advantages^ such as observing possible stratifica** 

tion of soil as it is placed in the box, A valve was placed in the 

bottom of the box to act as a drain whenever working with saturated : 

materials. Another valve was placed i n o n e  side at the ten-inch level 

to act as an overflow = Copper screening was secured over the valve open 

ings on the,inside o f ‘the box to prevent the entry of excessive quan

tities of soil. - ■ .

The next consideration was to provide a means of applying a 

horizontal load at varying heights on the poles. It was decided to 

use the pulley and weight arrangement shown in Figure 3. The pulley 

was fitted with two precision ball hearings and mounted on a shaft.

The pulley assembly was then mounted on a bracket. The bracket was in 

turn mounted on a guide so that the pulley could be adjusted over the 

desired range of heights. A  length of nylon leader was passed over the 

pulley. One end of the leader was rigged with a hook to provide a



FIG. 3 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS



simple ebnnectidti ‘With tlie poles« The other end of the leader was 

attached to the upper end of the load measuring device0 i. leading 

bucket was attached to the lower end of the load measuring device.

The load measuring device, shown in Figure 4, was designed 

to provide load measurements accurate to the nearest one-hundredth of 

a pound with a maximum load capacity of something over two pounds.

The device was constructed by bending an aluminum strip into the 

desired Shape and rigging the faces with electrical strain gages.

The two SR-4 strain gages were wired to a Baldwin Strain Indicator,

. connecting the inside.gage to the measuring gage terminals and the 

outside gage to the compensating gage terminals.. The device was 

calibrated by suspending known weights from the lower end and 

recording the corresponding strain indicator dial readings. A cali

bration chart was prepared so that loads could be read off directly 

to the nearest one-hundredth of a pound . A  load _increment of one- 

hundredth of a pound corresponded to a dial reading of approximately 

twelve microinches at smaller loads and approximately nine microinches 

at loads in the neighborhood of two pounds. The weight of the device 

it self - w a %  Teas than two hundredths of a pound. The wires imposed - ; v 

another hundredth or so and the toggle from the pulley down added a

few thousandths of a pound load to the apparatus. All this dead load.
: :: ''' - \ ^  ; - ■ 

so to speak, was compensated for in ’the preparation of the calibration

chart. The pulley Was found to he essentially frictionless as far as

its intended purpose was concerned. .
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FIG. 4 LOAD MEASURING DEVICE



The poles were cut to the desired length from steel bars which 

ware kept in stock at the machine shop on the University of Arizona 

campus0 The specific dimensions of the poles used will he discussed 

later in this chapter where the pole tests are described»

Another consideration regarding mechanical equipment was to 

provide a means of measuring the angle of rotation of the pole at the 

surface of the soil* Preliminary tests indicated that the angles 

encountered would be very small„ It was discovered that a pair of 

dial gages separated by a vertical distance of two and pne-half inches 

Would do the job* Dial gages each having a least graduation of 0.0001 

inch were mounted on channel iron brackets« These brackets were heavy 

enough to stay in place when merely allowed to rest across the top of 

the box? This greatly facilitated necessary removal of the gages between 

:;.';':tasts0;»'.The dial arrangement is shown in Figure 5«

:/-/l, 1;% During^ each test the'dials- were located on opposite faces of,::' ' 

the pole with the stem of the lower dial two and one-half inches above - 

the soil surface. For rigid poles^ the angle at the surface was calcu

lated by merely dividing the difference in measured displacements by 

the distance between gages. For flexible poles it was necessary to 

correct the dial readings by calculating the theoretical pole deflec

tion from the tangent to the pole at the surface for each of the gage 

%'--;ipcatloas.l After 'these; Corrections', bad been made^ the wangle caleuia- - . 

tions were made in the same way as for rigid poles.



FIG. 5 DEFLECTION MEASURING EQUIPMENT



3a 3 . Description of the Soil Used ;; "

The main, requirement of the soil was that its physical proper

ties be consistent during the course of the tests, and that these 

properties be as compatible as possible with the assumptions in the 

theory= It was? of course? desirable to select a soil with a very low 

apparent cohesion« The assumption that (Mi)? as defined in Chapter 1? 

increases linearly with depth was based on a hydrostatic distribution 

of earth p r e s s u r e ^  * , - y '

The best avaiiable material #paared to be Ottawa sand» A
• - : : :..' ■; : ■ ■ v ;

mixture of the two available site gradations was used. A  sieve 

analysis of the resulting soil yielded the following size distribtuion 

given in percent passing standard sieve sizes: 1 0 0 percent finer than

No. 20 sieve?,41 percent finer than No. 40? 8.3 percent finer than 

No. 60? 0.2 percent finer than No. 140. The specific gravity was

found to be 2.63.  ̂ z'-

For the sake of ease of handling? as well as minimizihg
. ■ •■ ■■' ; ; V - ■ '' - ■ ; ' ’ . ;v , ■ ; ' ■ ■ '
apparent cohesion? it was decided to conduct the pole tests with the

sand in the air-dry state» The hygroscopic moisture content was 

found ta be approximately 0.3 percent. ; ■ '

, It was discovered tbat.an average density of one hundred ten

pounds per cubic foot couid$be attained easily and very consistently 

in the box that was to be used for pole tests. , ^

The soil mixture was split down into three samples which were 

to b e ■used for direct shear test specimens. Direct shear tests were 

made on the samples in the air-dry state at a density of one hundred



ten pounds pet cubic foot; the tests were run at a constant shear 

strain of 0»05 inch per minute. Shear load versus shear strain curves 

:wre.plotted for normal loads of 0 „5^ 1 ,0 , and;1=5 tons per square 

foot respectively» It was decided to determine the friction angle of 

the sand on the basis of shear loads at which the stress-strain curves 

first showed appreciable deviation from proportionality. The friction 

angle determined on this basis was forty .degrees. The peak friction 

angle was only slightly higher and. appeared to be less reliable. More 

than likely,: fine' particles becatne wedged between the rings during the 

tests and tended to invalidate the results.

3=4 Pole Testing Procedure. ; v: ' : :

" " " v B e f o r e  the tests were started, the exact weight of sand 

required for an average unit weight of one hundred ten pounds per 

cubic foot was calculated based on a ten inch depth in the box® This 

quantity,of the prepared sand was weighed out and stored in clean 

buckets« This same quantity of sand: was used throughout all of the 

fdle:;testiiig* Care was taken to prevent any loss of sand during the 

loading and unloading of the box. This was done to avoid the neces

sity of additional weighing between tests« :

At the beginning of each test the pole to be tested was 

clamped to a bracket so that when the bracket rested across the top 

of the box the pole would extend below the sand surface the desired 

amounts. With the box empty the bracket was then clamped to the top 

rim of the box so that the pole would be held in the proper position.
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FIG. 6 POLE HOLDING BRACKET
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The weighed quantity of soil was then poured, a small quantity at a 

time, into the box. With the pole still clamped in the piroper position 

the sand was brought down to the permanently marked ten inch level by 

vibrating the box frame« During the vibrating the sand level was V  

checked frequently with gages which were prepared for that purpose.

When the sand depth appeared to average ten inches, the clamps were 

loosened and the pole holding bracket was removed. The sand surface 

was then screeded. to the ten inch level. If an appreciable excess of

sand remained above the screeded surface, the bracket was clamped back 

into place and vibrating was resumed. This process was repeated until 

;the sand decupied the intended yolume within close limits.

After final screedihg of the sand surface, the dial gages were 

placed in their proper positions. The dipls were then adjusted to 
read zero under this no-load condition. The spring loaded dial stems

were known to exert small horizontal loads on the test pole at their 

respective positions. The dials were placed on PppoSite faces of a 

pole in t;he hope that dial loads wpul cancel to some extent. Loads 

exerted on poles by the dialsterns appeared to be negligible for 

depths of embedment of four inches and greater.

After the dials were zeroed, the nylon leader was Connected

to the pole at the desired height and the pulley was adjusted so that 

the ■' portion of the leader.' stretching from the pole connection to the 

pulley assumed a horizontal position. The strain indicator was turned 

on and balanced. The initial strain indicator dial reading was re

corded. If this initial reading differed from the corresponding



calibration curve value by more than five microinches, a correction 

was applied to this and all subsequent readings= The loading bucket 

was then suspended from a ring at the lower end of the load measuring

Loads were added to the pole in small increments by adding 

small quantifies of lead shot to the loading bucket. The shot was 

fed into the bucket by means of a tube which led from the bucket up 

to a funnel located in a convenient position near the top of the soil 

box. This permitted close observation of the dial gages during loading 

Dial gage and strain indicator readings were recorded for each load 

increment. Any noticeable changes in behavior during loading were 

noted at the following record entryb Load increments were added in 

this manner until severe yielding occurred, A final strain indicator 

Eeading was taken. The loading bucket was rembyed and weighed before 

emptying the lead shot» The final weight of the loaded bucket was 

added to the dead weight of the loading system and compared with the 

strain indicator curve value for the last reading. All such readings 

agreed with the respective weighed loads within a two percent margin 

^ofArror,;.;;:'1''̂ '" V; ^ T ' :  A  A " ' A  \ \ ■ : '

At the end of each test the dial gages were removed, the test 

pole was removed, and the sand was removed from the box and stored in 

buckets until a test pole had been clamped into position for the next

. . . . ,  ■ ■ . - v :

Forty-one tests were made in addition to several preliminary 

tests which were used for the purpose of deciding how measurements
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' , . ' -•;/ , ■ ■ : , - . . ■* - ’ ' . . ' " , , -

were to "be made*: Several of the forty-one tests were duplicates*

Duplicate tests weye run occasionally to check bn reproducibility of
. '

results. In most instances it was difficult to see any difference in 

load verstis angle of rotation curves for duplicate tests,

. the. first series of tests, after preliminary tests had been 

completed* was made on a pole which was assumed to be essentially 

rigid. This pole was cut from a one-inch square hollow section having 

a calculated flexural rigidity (R) of 103 x  lO^(lb-in^), The twenty =• 

five inch long pole was embedded .at a seven inch depth for each test 

of this series. Loads,"were applied at distances above the sand 

surface (H) ranging from seven inches to twenfcy-one inches.

The second series was conducted on essentially rigid poles at 

a constant depth of embedmen.6 of eight inches* a constant height of 

load application of sixteen inches* and at widths ranging from six 

tenths of an inch to two inches, , . ' v ■ V- ■

The third test series was conducted on the pole used in the 

first series. Horizontal loads were applied at a constant height 

above the surface of sixteen inches for depths of embedment ranging 

from, four: inches: to nine inches, . • ^

The fourth series was conducted on poles of a constant width : 

of one inch and of flexural rigidity varying from 0.5 x  10^(Ib-in^) 

to 103,5 x lO^(Ib-in^), The poles of constant depth of embedment of 

eight inches were loaded at a constant height of sixteen inches.

,, The": fi f tb' - series of tests was conducted on a flexible pole 

having a flexural rigidity of 1.65 x lO^(lb-in^) and a width of one



incho The depth of embedment was held constant at eight inches while 

the height was varied from eight inches to twenty-four inches#

The final series was conducted on the pole used in the fifth 

series# ' Loads were applied at a constant height of twelve inches for 

depths of embedment ranging from five inches to eight inches.

3.5 Discussion of Information Obtained from Model Study Observations 

dpon completion of the pole testSj, the test data were reduced. 

Strain indicator dial readings were reduced to loads by means of the 

calibratioh chart prepared for that purpose. Dial gage readings were 

reduced to angles of rotation at the sand surface and distances from 

the sand surface down to point of rotation. Horizontal load versus 

angle of rotation curves were plotted for each test.

By observing the movement of either dial of the two dial gages 

during the application of load;- it Was possible to observe certain 

changes in behavior as the load was increased. Up to a point, as the 

load was gradually increased, the deflection at either dial location

increased very slowly and would stop suddenly as the flow of lead shot 

into the loading bucket was interrupted. Beyond this point, deflection 

would continue for a short time after the flow of shot had ceased. As

soon as this phenomenon was noticed, the note ‘'first sign of yielding" 

was entered beside 'the gage recordings for-that load increment, :

As the loading was contihued further, the duration and magni

tude of this yielding would gradually increase, When the duration of 

observable yielding reached the neighborhood; of five seconds or more, 

loading was stopped and the note "continued-yielding" was entered.
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Very few tests were continued beyond this stage since it was 

felt thatloads in this range would be greater than any usable values in 

practiceo In the tests that were continued beyond this stagevisible 

changes in the sand surface surrounding the pole took place shortly 

after the ’‘continued^yielding111 stage was entered o As loads were 

increased^ surface changes would increase and eventually a sizeable 

mound would exist on the side of the pole facing the direction of the 

load accompanied by a sizeable depression on the opposite side.

The quantitative information obtained from the tests is 

given in the form of curves and tables in Appendix A*5„ Certain 

other information is given oil the curves in the form of symbols which 

are defined in a legend appearing on the first page of Appendix A,5,

The author’s interpretation of the results of the model study 

observations will be discussed in Chapter 6 ,



- DWEL0B1ENT OF TEE NON-LINEAR THEORY

4.1 Determination of Apparent Relationship Between Horizontal 

Pressure and Horizontal Displacement

Early in Chapter 3 it was mentioned that the relationship 

between (p) and (h) might be suggested by the observed relationship 

between (P) and O ) . The model study supplied an abundance of (P) 

versus (fi) information. (P) was pbtted against ( #  on log paper for 'v x' 

each" te st: performed on what - were: assumed to be rigid poles. Each . 

rigid pole test plotted as an essentially straight line. Coincidentally 

each of these lines had a slope very nearly equal to one-half. This 

meant that the relationship between (P) and O )  could be accurately 

described by an equation in which (p) varies directly with the square
" L

root of (#)

On the basis of relationships observed in the linear theory, 

it was decided to make a trial derivation based on the assumption that 

the horizontal pressure (p) varies directly with the square root of the 

horizontal displacement (h). The derivation yielded an equation for 

(P) in which (P) was found to vary directly with the square foot of 

O ) « It was felt that a relationship between (p) and (h) which would 

better describe theobserved relationship between (P) and (p) would be

33
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hard to find, A  typical log log,plot pf test values of (P) and (0) is
■ . / ' . • \ ' . •'

shown in Figure 7i '
■ ■V'.;:/- : ■. / : . ' . -.. v ^  • v- ' > : \ ,

It was fortunate that the function f (h) could be accurately

replaced with the square root of (h) because it allowed exact integra

tion of the resulting functions of (z) in the equilibrium equations<>

Substituting (h®0^) for f (h) -in the basic expression introduced

at the end of Chapter 1> the basis for the non-linear theory becomes

■ v. h0 °5mz (4,1)
- > ,

4i2 Derivation of Non-Linear Theory for Rigid Poles

After making assumption (4,1)  ̂ the derivation follows lines 

similar to those of the linear theorye the derivation is given in 

detail in Appendix A,3, The equilibrium equations are obtained by 

integrating the pressure over the embedded portion of the pole.

Here, the function describing (p)« after (h) has been reduced to a 

function of (s)^ must be' split into two expressions. The expression

h - -mp0 ° ̂  (B - z) (4,2)

is valid only for values of (z) ranging from zero to (B)» For values 

of (z) greater than (B)> the quantify (B - z) becomes negative and 

if is not convenient to handle the square root of a negative quan

tity, This is avoided by defining the pressure below the point of 

rotation by . ■ , ; ■'' ' ■■ y •

mpPo5(z - B)6o5z (4,3)
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which will be valid for values of (z)'betweeh (B) and (D)„

; By solving the resulting equilibrium'equations simultaneously

and suhstituting H = rB and B = M). the following expression for (P) may 

be obtained, ■ -• • V .

•'2ro 2 a:̂ ^ ; 5 ;(i:;»;'k)^,>5-
4k *  ?r

•f (4.9)

The ratio of depth to point of rotation to depth of embedment (k = B/B). 

may be determined by eliminating the load (P) from the equilibrium 

equations. This results in the equation

,.2,5'-28rk +  16k3’5 4- 14r(2k -r 3) (1 - k) l e 5

*2 (8k* 4- 12k +  15) (1 - k) 1.5 = 0 (4,10)

Equation (4 ,10) shows that just as in the linear theory, (k) is 

a function of (r) only. In the linear theory, h o w e v e r t h e  relationship 

between (k) and (r) is much simpler and (k) could be solved explicitly 

•in terms' of (r) , Here an explicit relationship for, (k) .i n , terms of , ; •  

(r) is not at all obvious. However, an explicit relationship for (r) 

in terms of (k) can be determined. By substituting values of (k) in 

this relationship (see equation 4.11 in Appendix A.3)P (r) can be cal

culated for -corresponding values of (k), figure 8 shows a plot of (k) 

versus (r), This curve provides a simple means of determining (k) for 

any value of (r). Values of (k) range from approximately 0.685 for 

very large values of (r) to approximately 0.770 for an (r) of zero.

The corresponding iimitinB values of (k) f in the linear theofy are
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0*667 and 0=750 respectively» : ; V

In t W  linear theory the explicit relationship for (k) in terms

of (r) was found to be
V V';':' A'V •: 'V v ;

3 #■ 4r . .
4 -f 6f a *  s)

It was discovered^that a similar relationship could be found which 

would closely approximate values o£ (k) in fhe non-linear theory,

' 'letting/^.
a 4- br

Yd: t/'dr/: (4*101)

where (ks) was assumed to be approximately equal to (k), the ratios 

(a/e) and b/d) were determined such that egression (4«11) would give 

limiting values of (k*) nearly equal to the^corresponding limiting 

values of (k)« For an (r) of zero^ (k*) was assumed to equal approxi- 

mately%770. The ratio 10/13 was found to be a good substitute for 

': the■ ratio la/o)*:;^:for- very large"yalues;of ̂ .(r)# k 5 was. assumed, to . 

equal approximately 0o,6850 The ratio 11/16 was found to be a good 

substitute for (b/d). By letting a « 10j, c = 13^ b - 11, and d = 16  ̂

(k1) was given by-the relationship v

•k* 10 4- H  r 
13 +  16r

(4,102)

Values of (ks) were then calculated for various values of (r) and 

compared with the corresponding curve values of (k), given in Figure 1 , 

Values of (h*) fn general were found to be slightly higher than curve 

values of (k) but the error did not exceed One-half of one percent.



Although (k*) may be substituted for (k) with little error^ all 

calculations dependent upon (k) in this paper will be based on curve 

values of (k)* ; "v 1 ;

By solving equation (409) lcr (pu *'>) and substituting the 

resulting expression in equation (4e2)# the pressure at any depth below 

the surfacq down to the point of rotation may be expressed by

p : - #. ” : (4k -S- 7r) P (k - u)0 °5u

2WD ( 1 - k) 1.5
(4.14)

where u = z/D and (p) is considered positive when acting on the pole 

in the direction of (P). By differentiating equation (4.14) with 

respect to (u) and setting the derivative equal to zero, the magnitude 

of (p) above the point of rotation is found to be the greatest at 

u = 2/3k, or at two-thirds the distance between the surface and the 

point of rotation. ■' ' :'v, ■ f - ■ v '" ' -

In Chapter 2 an allowable pressure (pa) at any depth was 

defined by / .

NDu; (2,14)

.. if::(Pi) is defined as the load (P) at which

I dp
du

at u ® o# the expression for (P3.) becomes
* - ■■ ■. ' ■ - : ■ : - i ..



F, = i m 2N *
2(1 - k)1«5.
(4k -h 7r)k0.5

(4.18)

It is now convenient to.define a new quantity (Q) by

Q
2 ( 1  - k) 1.5

(4k +  7r) k0.5
(4,19)

Since (k) is determined by (r) alone# (Q) will be determined by (r) 

alone, A  plot of (Q) versus (t) is shown in Figure 9.

The expression for (Pj,) now becomes simply

P 1 = m r N Q (4.20)

If (Fg) is defined as the load (P) at which |p| « jpa | at 

u ** 2/3 kj, the expression for (Bg) becomes

Fo -• /JX'®2NQ - { 3  F. (4,21)

Using (Q) as defined by equation (4.19)5 the pressure (p) at 

any depth along the embedded portion of a pole may be expressed by the 

equations

and

— P(k » u ) ^ ° \  
WDQk0<>5 ‘

(from u •** o to u = k)

F(u - k)^°

(4.22)

¥DQk° > 5

(from u - k to u - l)

(4.23)
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Curves illustrating the variation in pressure with depth in the non

linear theory are shown in Figure 10.

It will be noticed that allowable loads, (Pj) and (Pg), do not 

appear to decrease as rapidly with decreasing soil density as would be 

expected, (N) is the only term which contains the unit weight (y), 

However, (M) also contains the friction angle (<$>) which also depends 

on (y) to some extent =

One other factor also must be considered = Although the load 

required to produce shear failure may not be affected by (y) as much 

as would be expected, the soil coefficient (m) could be appreciably 

affected resulting in excessive pole deflections long before maximum 

allowable pressures are reached,

4,3 Determination of Approximate Relationship Between Soil 

Coefficient (m) and Geometry of Embedded Portion of Pole

By solving equation (4,9) for (m), it was possible to calcu

late (m) for each pole test performed in the model study. These 

calculations were based on the equation

m = P
Qk0o5MD2°5 (4.24)

After r = H/D was calculated for each test, values of (Q) and (k) were 

taken from the appropriate curves relating these quantities to (r). 

Values of (P) were taken from (P) versus O )  curves for a constant 

value of O )  of one-thousandth of a radian. All dimensional units 

were expressed in pounds and inches. Since (Q), (k), and 0 )  are
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FIG. 10 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN NON-LINEAR THEORY



diHiensioitless, the units for (m) w r e  Ibe-ine^^^^e

The calculated values of (m) were then plotted against (9 ).* 

holding (D) constant, on log log paper» This plot indicated that the 

relationship between (m) and (W) could be roughly approximated, at 

least within the ranges of (W) and (D) encountered in the tests, by

assuming that (m) varies, inversely with the square root of (W).

- Similarly^ it was found that the relationship between (m) and 

(D) could be approximated by assuming that (m) varies inversely with

(D) ' i, ':

It was then assumed that (m) could be described by

m. = (4,25)
■' ■ - -

where (n) is assumed constant for a given cohesionless soiii, (n) was 

then calculated for each pole test by multiplying the already calucalted 

values of (m) by t M  respective pole values of (W D), The calculated,

values of (n) were found to be very consistent throughout all the model
. ' . ■ ‘ ' ■ . ■ \ . ■ »2 ■■ 1 .

tests® Calculated values of (n) ranged between 61®8 lb-in and

67.0 lb-in ^ with an average of 64.4 lb-in ^ (see Table I, Chapter 6) e

4.4 Derivation of Approximate Equations for Flexible Poles

The sketch in figure 11 will help the reader to follow the 

derivation which appears in'Appendix, A,:4., v ;; V:

The first problem is to find a suitable expression relating 

the horizontal displacement (x) and depth (z). (x) should be expressed

in terms of (z) so that the pressure (p) developed by the displacement
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B = kD

I

z

FIG. 11 SKETCH ILLUSTRATING CONFIGURATION OF FLEXIBLE POLE AFTER LOADING
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(x) can be integrated over the embedded portion of the pdle0 A theo- 

retically exact expression for (x) in terms of (z) id complicated by the 

assumption that (p) varies with the square root of (x)a

A reasonably Simple expression for (x) in terms of (z) can be 

obtained by Assuming that the bending moment in the pole varies 

linearly from the ground surface to the bottom of the embedded portion 

of the pole0 This appears to be a reasonable assumption after observing
V : v v t . ■ - '  . ' : / ' V (4) ; . ■■ . '.

moment curves obtained by Walsenko » The moment at the surface is 

known to be the product of the horizontal load and the distance from , 

the surface to the line of action of the load» The moment at z » d is^ 

of coursej, zero* in order to compare the resulting equations with model 

study measurements^ it is desirable to evaluate the boundary conditions 

at the ground surface„' The resulting approximate equation for the diS“ ■ 

placement (x) is /' ..

X , e®. PHz3 FHz2 ■ +
6RD , : 2R - Pz t  PA: (4.34)

- '
R >  El is the flexural rigidity of the pole, (p) is the slope of the 

pole at the surface, and (A) is the distance from the surface to the 

point where the tangent to the pole at z = 0 intersects the z-axis.

The quantity (PA), then, is the horizontal displacement of the pole at 

the surface, : ^

Since equations (4.26) and (4.27) for pressure (p) at any 

depth (z) require that (x) he raised to the one-half power, exact 

integrAtiCnvof' the. pressure over the embedded portion of the pole does ',
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not appear to be feasible 0 Approximate integration provides a means of 

estimating pressure diagram areas (see Figure 12) 6 If the approximate 

integration is performed over small intervals, the resulting equilib

rium equations will contain a number of complicated expressions which 

cannot be reduced to usable form. By performing the integration over 

only two intervals^ two rather complex quantities appear; one of which

can be eliminated« The simultaneous solution of the equilibrium equa

tions then provides an equation for the load (?) in. usable form,,

The approximate equilibrium equations were calculated as 

follows: The point of rotation was assumed to he fixed at k .== Q.72«

This was found to be a safe estimate of (k) for rigid poles having 

values of (r) greater than one* It was assumed that (k) would not be 

greater than Q „72 for flexible poles as long as (r) remained greater 

than one* The Prismoidal formula was used to estimate the area of the 

pressure diagram above the assumed point of rotation* The Trapezoidal 

rule was used for the area below the point of rotation* These esti

mated areas contained terms which would vanish as (R) was allowed to 

approach infinity* (R) did not appear in any of the remaining terms* 

Letting the terms containing (R) vanish; the resulting areas 

were calculated and checked against corresponding exact areas which 

had been obtained for rigid poles* Since it seemed desirable to make 

the approximation as good as possible for poles falling in the "nearly 

rigid" category; the approximated areas were adjusted by factors which 

would make the adjusted flexible pole areas approach corresponding 

rigid pole areas as (R) in the flexible pole equations approached 

infinity*
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FIG. 12 SKETCH ILLUSTRATING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ASSUMED BY 
APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION PROCESS



V  The first equilibrium equation required knowledge of directions 

and magnitudes only of resultant forces acting on the embedded portion 

of the pole« The second equilibrium equation required knowledge of

locations of resultant forces as well as the directions and magnitudes 

of these resultants. ■ ", ' ,

The centroids of the pressure diagram areas could not be

accurately located by approximate integration without dividing each 

of the two chbsen intervals into a large number of sub-intervals# The 

resttltittg moment equation would not be usable because of its complexity 

It appeared.that the best approximation to the centroid locations would 

result from assuming that the rigidity of the pole would not affect the 

locations of these centroids appreciablyo

The distances from the surface to the respective centroids of 

each pressure diagram area were calculated by exact integration of 

pressure equations which resulted from assuming infinite rigidity*

These distances were used as moment a m  lengths in calculating moments 

about the ground surfacee By setting the sum of the moments equal to 

geroj, the second equilibrium equatiba was obtained6

The expression "  ' ; V  v V .

^  (4,43)

is easily obtained from a simultaneous solution of the equilibrium 

eqUatibhSo . Equation (4,43) solWd for (#) yields ,,

11,42^(2,88 +  7r) 2 2rD2
(4,44)
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Equation (4#44) can easily be checked against test results^* providing 

(m) is assumed to be independent of (R)„ As (R) approaches infinity 

in equation (4.44)^ O )  reduces to

%
li.4g2 (2.86 -f 7r) 2

w V d 2
(4.44A)

where Og) is used to denote rigid pole rotation computed by the flex

ible pole formula. Equation (AelS)> which was developed for rigid poles, 

gives ' '
( 4 k ^ ? r ) 2 F2 

^ 4(1 - k) 3 W 2m 2D5
(4.13A)

For k = 0=72, equation (4.13A) becomes

6 - 11q39B2 (2.88 -S- 7r) 2

W 2m 2D5

which is almost identical with (4»44A)»

In order to prevent soil pressures from exceeding allowable 

values, it is desirable to know the pressure at any depth in terms of 

the horizontal load (P)» From the derivation in Appendix A.4, the 

following expression gives the pressure (p) from the ground surface 

down to the point of rotation.

p = - v°*5u (4.45)

where
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■ v F FrD-'m [d - u)3 = 0=022] -5- ,7r^l (0 = 72 - u)
L J s ZDZ

and u - z/D= The pressure below the point of rotation is given by

C V 65U:

How (Pg) is defined as the load at which

(4.46)

dp I dpa
at u - 0

where pa = NDu as before* - Using this definition of (Pg)$

- m 2¥2D7-) -1- d(14¥I) N) (3 4- 7*);
Pie

^ r m & 2D7\2 o t,.%2

,¥;i ; :::; ;:98(3; 4 :'7r):
(4=48)

As (R) in equation (4=48) becomes infinite^ (Pg) reduces to

:p»' ** 0=35 ¥D2H
3 4 .7r?;:" (4=48A)

where" En ® lim Pg= Equation (4=18)- which gives an analogous load
. .. V-. ; \ •;

(P^) developed for rigid poles ? reduces, to

0 = 348
(2=88 4  7r)

(4.186)

when k - 0=72= For lower values of (k)^ which correspond to values of 

(r) greater than one5 equation (4=48A) gives more conservative esti- 

'.mates, of (P%) = . '
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Alttiough equation (4 =,48) is not too convenient for calculating 

allowable loads, it does provide a criterion for determining when a 

pole may, or may not, be considered rigid =, It is found that when

i2v,Tn5
R

N(3 -i- 7r)
PW , B  0,95^, (4,49)

This means that if the left hand inequality of (4 =,49) is satisfied, the 

error involved in assuming that (R) is infinite should be five percent . 

or less, . 7 7  ' ' ' ' : ' V



Chapter 5

SUMMARY Of EQUATIONS

Here, the pertiaeKt equations are reviewed, modified where it

is convenient, and renumbered after reference is made to the source=

The source number is given on the left of the equation and the new 

number is given on the rightB Some of the modifications merely involve 

rounding off decimals which appeared in the first forru It is hardly 

necessary to carry four significant figures in a computation when 

results need only be accurate within five percent or so*

.5el Linear Theory for Rigid Poles

The equation giving the load for a given angle of rotation at 

the surface is

(2,7) 12(2 -f- 3r) (5,01)

The angle at the surface may be calculated for a given load by

(2,7) 12(2 *  3r)P (5,02)

The ratio between depth to point of rotation and depth of

embedment is

3 -S- 4r(2,8) 4 *h 6r

53

k = (5,03)
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The pressure at any depth in terms of the load is given by

(2*10) M m j t m  ( u 2 _ ku) (5,04)

where u « s/D,

The maximum load (P) at which the pressure (p) will not exceed 

the allowable pressure (pa) anywhere is

(2,16) ¥D2H
6(3 +  4r) (5.05)

5.2 Non-Linear Theory for Rigid Poles 

The load for any given angle is

(4.9) Qk0 o5!B 2 o5mp° o5 (5.11)

The angle for a given load is

(4.9)
Q 2W 2B5m 2

(5.12)

The ratio between depth to point of rotation and depth of 

embedment may be approximated by

(4.102) 10 b  H r  
13 4- 16r

(5,13)

or a more exact value of (k) may be obtained from the curve in Figure 8 , 

The pressure along the embedded portion of the pole is given by
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(4,22)

and

F(k - u)Qv5u
toQk0 0 5

'X: ,
v : x U/ X: X
B(u - k)0o5u

( 0 4  u 6  k)

(5,14)

(k « u i 1)
l#Qk-"? v;. V- ; X "xx. , 'X

The maximum load (F) at 'which (p) will nowhere exceed. (pa) is

(4.20) Pi w d 2n q (5.15)

The load (p) at which (p) will equal (pa) at fcwo-thirdis the 

distance between the surface and the point of rotation is

(4,21) - y/J WD2NQ (5,16)

5,3 Non-Linear Theory for Flexible Poles 

The load for a giyen angle is

(4.43) P =

; ,0o5
2 -1- 176W2D5m 2p(3 *5- 7r) Z ] - E H ^ Z e 2

44(3 -f 7r) 2
(5.21)

The angle for'' a '■ given load. is:

(4.44)
11B2(3 4- 7r) 2 FrB2

2S
(5,22)

The location of the point of rotation is a function of (r)s 
(R)s and (P) which is not revealed in the analysis. For the purpose

of computation^ (k) is assumed fixed at k » 0,72,
" ■. '.'XvXv V ; :: -V >.';xx ' V . ; ■ x.:'-, ,
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(4.45)

(4.45) 

where

v

and u «

(4.48)

(4.49)

The pressure along the embedded portion of the pole is given by

P » - v®6 5u ; j, (0 i u ^ 0.72)

P = (-y)0o5u , (0,72 ^ u ̂  1.00)

PrD5m2 f/t u)3 - 0.022] -b IIP2 (3 -b 7r)l /n" „
” 6R La  - a z  (°-72

(5.24)

* u)

g/D. ,

The maximum load at which J p | - | pa |everywhere is

r(rm2|2p.7.)2 + 6(14im2H)2(3 -b 7r)2 ]0°5-
. pg = ---- ------— --------- _ _ J _ ----— 3 —  (5.25)

98(3 * 7r)*

Poles may be considered rigid (R = ©®) if

R S (5.27)
10E,(3 -b 7r)

The load calculated by equation (5.25) for an infinite (R) is

0.35W2M 
(3 -b 7r) (5.28)(4,484.)
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; .IX[S%3USS»I0Rf A #  M O b A  STUDY RESULTS

6,1 Empirical Coefficients (m) and (n) :; .

The values of (m) and (n) which were determined from model pole 

tests are tabulated in Table l. The (m) values were calculated by 

equation (4,24) using measured values of (P) corresponding to a con

stant angle of rotation (§) of 0=001 radian, (P) was plotted against 

O )  for each test on log log paper, A  straight line having a slope of 

1 / 2  was located such that the plotted points would best fit the curve 

for each test. The cufve value# of (P)at j3 = 0,001 radian were then
/:,;:-' ,-„; ''Y-

used as the basis for calculating (m) values. Figure. 7 illustrates 

how well the test data was found to conform to straight line curves 

on a log log plot. A  slightly better fit could have been made in y 

some cases .had the line not been restricted to a slope of 1/2. How- - 

ever, this restriction insured the best agreement between theoretical

and model test load values for all measurabie values of (g) up to loads 

well beyond any usable range. /

Table 1 shows that observed values of (m) were essentially 

constant for constant (W) and (D) and varying (H). Recalling that 

r = H/D, these consistent values of (m) strongly suggest that the 

relationship between (P) and (r) developed in the non-linear theory is



TABLE X OBSERVED SOIL COEFFICIENTS (m) AND (n)

w D H m n
inches inches inches lb-in” 5 lb-in”2

1 4 16 l6o5 66.1

5 13.8 67.0

6 10.6 6 3 .5

7 9.1 6 3 .6

8 7.9 6 3 .5

9 7.1 63.9

1 7 7 9.3 6 5 .O

9 9.4 6 5 .5

12 9.6 66.7

16 9.1 6 3 . 6

21 8.9 62.2

Oo 6 8 16 10.0 6 1 .8

1.0 7.9 63.5

1.5 6.5 63.9

2.0 - 5.8 65.9



Referring to fable 1 again5 it is evident shat (m) varies con

siderably with both width (W) arid depfchof embedment (D)» By defining 

(h) as the product (mDWUo3)^ it appears that (n) is .essentially constant 

for the ranges of (D) and 0f) encountered in the model tests0 The 

relatioriship between (n) and (m) cannot be expected to hold for all 

values of (W) and (D)„ however„ In the derivation of the non-linear 

theory it was assumed that the pressure (p) at any depth (z) is equal 

to the product (rnĥ 0 ~*z) <, If (n) were truly a constant, (m) would have 

to vanish as (W) approaches infinity. For a long bulkhead, then, (fi?) 

would be very large and (p) would be essentially zero leaving the bulk

head with virtually no overturning resistance» One would rather expect 

(m) to approach a constant finite value as (W) becomes very large. The 

relationship between (m) and a constant (ri) might also break down for 

cases involving very small (¥), very small (D), or very large (D)«

.; It-1. appears that; (ri), as defined above, cannot be regarded as a 

constant iri all cases but, for pfaqtical purposes, may be treated as a 

constant for, limited ranges of (W) and (D)„ Possibly, a relationship 

could be found between (m) and some constant, say (n1), which would be 

accurate for all ranges of ,(i) and (D) . Perhaps some theoretical treat

ment, a full scale empirical study, or a more versatile model would 

yield such :a: relationships^' v'v '/ -

It must be remembered that it was assumed in the development 

of the non-linear theory that (m), although possibly dependent upon the 

geometry of the embedded portion of the pole described by some function 

of (W) and (D), was not dependent upon depth below the surface (z) for
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any given pole» The observed dependence upon (W) does not conflict with 

this assumption. However, the fact that (m) turns out to be so heavily 

dependent upon (D) casts suspicion on the assumption that (m) is inde

pendent of (a). If future study shows that (m) is dependent upon (s), 

and a suitable functional relationship between (m) and (2) is found, 

the non-linear theory may be modified to provide greater accuracy.

6,2 Agreement Between Theoretical Allowable Loads and Rigid Foie Tests 

The curves obtained by plotting (B) against (p) for the model 

pole tests are shown in Appendix A,5, Points corresponding to theo

retical loads at failure by definition 1, (P%), and failure by defini

tion' 2̂ . (P2) , are shown. Theoretical maximum loads under elastic ■;.. 

equilibrium, (Pg), according to the linear theory are not shown on the 

curves but are tabulated in Table 2,

In nearly every case, (Pi) was less than the load at which any 

noticeable yielding occurred, (Pg) usually fell between loads Which 

produced ffitst noticeable yielding a what w #  felt to be; excessive 

yielding, '\:A

Further study will be required to determine just what consti

tutes "excessive’' yielding, and of course, the purpose of the pole may 

be such that yielding cannot be tolerated at all. In any event, allow

able loads by the non-linear theory appear to be very reliahie.

6,3 Agreement Between Flexible Pole Equations and Test Observations 

Loads corresponding to'' thepretioal.,failure by definition 1, 

(Pp), are shown on the curves in Appendix A,5, These loads all fell
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TABLE 2 CALCULATED ALLOWABLE LOADS FOR RIGID POLES

W  ' D H PE Pi P 2
inches inches inches lbs lbs , lbs

1 4 16 0,040 0.057 0.099
5 0 ,0 7 5 0 .10? O.I8 5

6 o, 125 0.179 0 .3 1 0

7. 0 ,1 9 2 0.275 0.476
8 0 ,2 7 8 0.400 0.693 ■
9 0,384 O .5 4 9  . 0.951

1 7 7 • 0,340 0.477 0 .8 2 6

•
- V

9 0 .2 9 1  :■ 0.411 0 .7 1 2: j . - ‘ -. ■ ; ■ . •
. 12 0 .2 3 8 : 0.340 O .5 8 9■ • .•/ : 'J': a

■ :;v ='"•••■ 16 0.192 , : 0 .-2 7 5 , 0.476
- • . : : • >1 •; ;■
-v: : ‘ - . ' ' 21 0.154 .... 0.222....... 0.385

0,6 8 16 0.167
.= '
0.240 0.416

1,0 0.278 0.400 0.693
io5 0.417 -0 .6 0 0 1.039
2,0 0.556 0.800 1.386



well belc>w values which produced first noticeable yielding, (Bp) 

appears tb become more conservative as the pole becomes less regidU 

. Theoretical angles of rotation (p) corresponding to a load (B)

of 0 ^ 6 lbs are compared with observed values of (jB) at B = 0 . 6  lb„ in

Table Sk The agreeaeht between calculated and observed values is
V o■■ ' : ■ • :■ ■.• : : v,

remarkable^ especially when the crude approximations involved in the

;theory-'are';consid:erei:0̂':.' ■: :; -v -■ ̂ "x: •.;; :
• • ; ■■■■■ VFigure 16 illustrates the effect of pole rigidity on angle of

rotation at the ground surface and on theoretical allowable loado It 

is apparent that poles which are not essentially rigid suffer a great 

feduction ih horizontal load capacity*

in Figure 16 the (F) versus (p) curve for the pole having
V;-:; . ; : ' ' y' ; ' V, . V ' - . J . ' \ '

R  = 125,000 Ib^in^; was not shown because it fell so close to the right 

of the curve for R ^ 1,035,000 lb-in- it was difficult to distinguish 

between the two. For this test series, equation (5.27) indicated that 

a pole having a rigidity (R) greater than 530,000 Ib-in^ could be con

sidered rigid wit^ little, error. ; v;, ■

above observation, it appears that equation (5.27) 

provides a fairly accurate estimate of when a pole may no longer be 

considered rigid and is possibly a little conservative.

6.4 Non-linear Theory Versus Linear Theory

Table 2 shows that allowable loads calculated by the linear 

theory (Bg) are roughly only two-thirds the allowable loads calculated 

by a similar; definition of failure in the non-linear theory (P%). The 

pole test Results indicate that the greater loads allowed by the non- 

lineafxfbeofy^ ate Justified.' ; \x.- - V- . - ,
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TABLE 3 FLEXIBLE POLE DATA

w D h ‘ S \ EI 2
(10 rad.) at P=0 .6Lb

Inches inches inches 10^ Ib-in^ lbs Calculated Observed

1 8 16 0 .5 0.035 8 3 .0 90

1 .6 5 0 .1 0 3 29.5 31

3.9 0 .1 9 0 1 6 .1 14

1 2 .5 0.289 9.3 7

103.5 0.358 6 . 6 7

1 5 12 1 .6 5 0 .0 8 6 45.6 not
observed

6 0 .10? 2 7 .8 • 29

7 0 .1 3 2 22.3 23
8 0.142 2 1 .3 22

1 8 8 1 .6 5 0 .2 0 8 1 3 .8 14

12 0.142 ' 21.3 2 2

16 0 .1 0 3 29.5 31
2 0 0 .0 8 5 3 8 .2 40

24- 0.072 47.6 49

X
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The linear theory was only expected to describe pole behavior

.  ̂ : ' v '' . " . . ' ' ■np to maximum loads updef, elastic equilibrium^ Loads and deflections 

within the assumed valid range of the linear theory were too small to 

be accurately measured for any of the poles'-tested, so it was not 

possible to check its accuracy= However, the non-linear theory has 

the advantage of describing pole behavior well beyond elastic equilib

rium and appears to give better estimates of maximum allowable loads«



_ ■■■' V ' ' : . ;  ■ -'Chapf ee ir 7 '
• REGOMMESDATIGNS. FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

First of all, similar tests should be conducted on full scale 

rigid poles of rectangular cross-section embedded in cohesionless 

soils= If the horizontal load varies directly with the square root 

of the angular displacement as faithfully as it did in the model study, 

the next step would be to investigate the relationship between (M^) in 

equation (1 <>6) , pole width (W) , depth of embedment (D), and depth below 

the ground surface (z)* Then, of course, shapes other than rectangular' 

cross-sections.should be inyestigated. For some shapes, such as round 

poles, roughness of pole surface may have to be considered»

The problem of determining allowable soil pressure as a function 

of depth in connection with the pole problem also needs careful invest!-

The whole area of pcles embedded in cohesive soils should be 

open to the same general method of attacks
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. 4ol Notation .

B **■ distance from ground surface to point of rotation, in iaefes®;
/■ iD = depth of embedment,, in inetes;

E = modulus of elasticity of pole, in pounds per square inebs

H » distance from ground surface to resultant of applied 
horizontal loads, in inches;

h ss magnitude of horizontal displacement of an element of the 
embedded portion of a pole, in inches;

;'v ' I' ® moment of inertia of a pole eross-section, in inehes^l'n

k = B/0 , ratio of depth of point of rotation to depth of embed
ment, dimensionless;

k 6- « approximated value of (k), dimensionless;

M  «* coefficient of horizontal soil reaction, in pounds per ineh^;

Mj ™ soil coefficient defined by the ratio of unit horizontal
: pressure to the square- root of horizontal displacement, in 
pounds per loch?.5.

• m  = soil'coefficient defined by the ratio of (M|) to the depth 
' below ground surface, is pounds per inch^oS.

N- - T  jtan^(45 4- <t>/2) - tan^(45 =■ $/2)| , in pounds per ineh^;

a = soil coefficient defined by the product of (m), depth of em
bedment, and square root of pole'width, in pounds per iach^;

P == ' resultant of applied horizontal forces, in pounds;

P| » horizontal load which produces failure by definition 1 
(maximum P under which p • nowhere exceeds ,pa) for 
rigid poles having the pressure distribution described by 
the non-linear theory;

? 2  * horizontal load which produces failure by definition 2 (P at 
which p is equal to pa et the depth where maximum p 
above the point of rotation occurs) for rigid poles having 

: 'Sf' the pressure distribution described by the non-linear theory;
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Pg = horlsoatal load which produces failure by definition 1 for ' 

rigid poles having the pressure distribution described by 
the' linear theory;

Pj? ® horizontal load which produces failure by definition 1 for 
flexible- poles having the pressure distribution described 
by the non-linear theory;

Pr  = lim • Pp• R-=- ̂
p = the average unit pressure acting across the width of a 

pole at any given depth, in pounds per square inch;

Pa = the assumed horizontal pressure required to produce shear 
failure at any given depth, in pounds per square inch;

4
Q - a dimensionless pole coefficient determined by the ratio of 

height (H) to depth of embedHEant (B);

E - EX, the flexural rigidity of the embedded portion of a pole,^ 
la petmd inches2; $./ '' ^

r = H/B, the ratio of height e£ horizontal load above ground 
surface to depth of embedment, dimensionless;

u ® s/B, the ratio of depth below ground surface to depth of 
embedment, dimensionless;

M  ■ -width of embedded portion of a pole, in inches;

x = horizontal deflection of the pole axis in the direction of 
the applied horizontal load (P), in inches;

z = depth below the ground surface.,, ia inches;

(3 = angle of rotation of the pole axis at the ground surface, 
in radians;

Y = unit weight of the soil, in pounds per cubic inch;

$ = angle of internal friction of the soil, in degrees.
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A.2 Derivation of Rigid Foie Equations (Linear Theory)

First, it is assumed that the ratio between horizontal pressure 
(p) and the horizontal displacement (x) required to develop this pres
sure is constant for a given depth. The next assumption, usually made 
for cohesionless soils, is that this ratio varies linearly with depth. 
This ratio, known as the coefficient of horizontal soil reaction, can 
be expressed by

P-- - - mjjZ
~3£ .

where (s%) is assumed to be a constant independent of depth. A minus 
sign is placed in front of the (x) in order that the resulting pressure 
(p) will act on the 'pole in the positive x-direction. Since (p) is 
used to denote a clockwise angle of rotation (as seen in Fiugre 1) of 
the pole about its point of rotation, located at a distance (B) below 
the surface, (x) can be expressed by the equation 1

x = (B - z)p

provided (P) is a small angle measured in radians.
Hence,

p ** - t%p (B - z)z = t%P (z^ - Bz) (2.1)

The resultant pressure acting on a horizontal element of the pole at a 

depth (z) below the surface will be

Mpdz = (z^ = Bz)ds
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where (¥) is the width of the pole at the depth (e)«. For a pole of 

uniform width, (¥) will be independent of (z). The conditions for 

static equilibrium will be satisfied if the summation of forces in the 

x-direction and the sum of moments about the ground surface are set 

equal to zero. This results in the equations

P 4- y  Wpdz » P 4-Mmhp f  (z2 - Bz)dz = 0 (2.2)
JQ

7 1
D ■ r  3 2Xfpzdz = PH - Wm^P / (zJ - Bzz)dz <== 0 (2.3)

Upon integration the equilibrium conditions become

P 4- Wmh3 ( D 3 BD2■) - 0 (2.4)

and

PH - IfoihP <- (2.5)

By eliminating (B) from equations (2.4) and (2.5) the following 

expression for the load (P) may be obtained.

P = I*nhbD4  

12 (2D 4- 3H)
(2.6)

It will be convenient to denote the-ratio of height (H) to depth of 

embedment (B) by (r), and the ratio of depth to point of rofcafcitin (B)
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to depth of embedment (D) by (k). Since H = rD,

' tonhD3P = - A ___,___
1 2 (2  + 3 r) (2.7)

Substituting this value of (P) in equation (2.4) yields

WmhpD-

12(2 + 3r)
+

MmhpDJ WmhpBD-
« 0

Since B - kD,

12(2 4- 3r)

(3 + 4r) 
(4 +  6 r) (2.8)

The pressure exerted by the soil on the embedded portion of the 

pole may be expressed in terms of the load (P) by first solving equa

tion ( 2 .7) for the angle of rotation O )  and then substituting this 

expression for (f3) into equation (2.1) . The resulting equation for 

the average pressure (p) at a depth (z) below the surface is

12P(2 4- 3r) . (s2 - kDg)
m  d 2

(2.9)

which will apply for 0 4 z - D. Here, it is advantageous to substitute 

a new variable (u) for the ratio (z/D). Then equation (2.9) becomes
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p = (u2 _ ku) .
m

for 0 = u = lo The rate of change of pressure with (u) is

m  (2u - k>
du WD

The location of the point of maximum pressure above the point of 

rotation can be determined by setting (2.11) equal to zero.

12̂ X.2.±,JK), (2u  - k) = 0 -
m

2u - k = 0

k
u = —  . (2.12)

Equation (2.12) indicates that the pressure will reach a maximum value 

at one-half the distance from the surface to the point of rotation.

For all values of (u) greater than (k)

+ M  (2k - k) 1,2P(,2 t (2.13)
du m) WD

Equation (2.13) shows that (dp/du) is positive everywhere between the 

point of rotation and the bottom of the pole where u «.1. Since (p) is 

a continuous function of (u) j, (p) will have a maximum value in this 

region at u = 1.

(2.10)

(2.11)
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If if is desired to prevent the pressure anywhere from 

exceeding

a

where N = y

Nz = NDu (2.14)

# Y ~ unit weight of thetan^ (45 +  0/2) *» tan^(45 - $/2) 

soil, and 4> = angle of internal friction of the soil, then the magni

tude of (dp/du) cannot exceed the magnitude of (dpa/du) at the surface 

where u =» 0. Now

. dPa ND (2.15)

for all values of (u) and at u - 0

For

dp = (. y
du m  1

dp dpa
du du

6P (3 4- 4r) iS ND

6P
m (3 + 4r)

at u ~ 0

p. S m d 2n
6(3-8- 4r)

If the maximum value of (P) under this restriction is denoted by (Pg), 

then

PE “
w d 2n

6(3 -5- 4r) (2.16)
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A.3 Derivation of Rigid Pole Equations (Non-Linear Theory) 

Assume

P ,0.5mz (4.1)

where h = |k | , x = p(B - z), (m) is a soil coefficient assumed to be 

a function of pole width (W) and depth of embedment (D), and (B) is 

the depth to the point of rotation. The pressure (p) is considered 

positive when acting in the direction of the applied horizontal load. 

The direction of the load (P) is taken as the positive x-direction 

(refer to Figure 1).

From z = 0 to z = B

p = - mg®*■*(B - z)^*^z . (4.2)

From z = B to z = D

p = mp^*^(z - B)®*^z (4.3)

For static equilibrium

P - (B » z)°*5zdz>  Wmp0 *5/" (z - B)G *5zdz = 0 (4.4)\.5fl 
J  B

and

■ t
PH + Wmp0,5/  B (B - z)0,5z2dz - Hmp0,y  (z - B)0 *5z2dz = 0 (4.5)
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P - iL. Wnip0 *5B2'5 + 11. Wmp°*5 (2B + 3D) (D - B)1*5 = 0 (4.4)2.0 S 105

PH 4- Wmp°*5B3*5 4* —  Wmp°*5(8B2 4- 12BD 4 15D2) (D -B)1*5 = 0105 105 (4.5)

Multiplying (4.4) by B/28 and (4.5) by 1/16

2 | _  . h. (SB2 4 12BD) (D - B)1,5 = 0 (4.6)

|| + (8B2 4 12BD 4 15B2) (D - B)1'5 = 0 (4.7)

Adding (4.6) and (4.7)

P(_B_ +  _«_) . „ 0
V28 16/ . 8(7) (4.8)

Multiplying (4.8) by 112

P(4B 4 7H) » 2WD2mp0,5(D « B)le5

Let (B/D) •=■k and (H/D) = r

P = 2WD2 *5n^°‘5 (l - k)^"^ 
4k 4 7r

(4.9)
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To determine (k)# multiply (4.4) by 1 0 5 H / a n d  (4.5) 

by 105/(Wmp^"^D^°^) and add resulting equations.

28 H < 1  )2-5 + 16 B ( B )2.5 +  u  H (2B + 3D) (D_^B)1.5 
D D D D D D D

2 ( 8B2 + 12BS -f 15D2) - B)1^5 _ 0
D2 B

Substituting k = B/D and r = H/D

- 28rk2,5 + 16k3*5 + 14r(2k + 3)(1 - k)1*5

2(8k2 + 12k + 15) (1 - k)1*5 = 0 (4.10)

Rearranging (4.10)

1.5
2k<-l - P (2k +3) = 15 - 4k 2k(i-rk>

1.5
(2k + 3)

(4.11)

Now plot (k) vs. (r) (see Figure 8 )«.

To determine (p) in terms, of (P), recall that from z = 0 to

z » B

p «= - mp9*5(B - z)®*5z (4.2)
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Letting u - z/D and substituting B = kD

0.5 1.5 .0.5p = - mp D (k - u) u (4.12)

Solving (4.9) for (p0 *5)

.0.5 (4k 4- 7r)P

2WD2,5m(l - k)1”5
(4.13)

Substituting (4.13) in (4.12)

(4k 4- 7r)P(k - u)0o5u 
2WD(1 - k)1*5

(4.14)

dp
du

(4k + 7r)P 
2WD(1 - k)1'5

(k - u) 0.5 _____________ 1
2(k - u)0 *5 -1

(4.15)

•Maximum (p) between z = 0 and z = or between u = 0 and u = will 

occur at (dp/du) «= 0 or at .

<k - u)0.5
2(k - u)0.5

k - u =• H  2

3u
2 k

u ~
l k

(4.16)
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Pa = ND«

If (p) is not allowed to exceed (pa) anywhere, at u » 0

(2.14)

dp < dPa
dn du

(4k + 7r)Pk0; 5 S m
2WD(1 - k)1,5

P ^ W D &  — — ------
1.5

(4k + 7r)k.0.5 (4.17)

Defining (?%) as (P) at which dp ^ ss dpa
du du at u = 0,

' pj_ = w b 2n
• 2(1 - k)1 *5
(4k 4- 7r)k0°5

(4.18)

2(1 - k)l<5 r
(4k +  7r)k°o5

(4.19)

and plot (Q) vs. (r) (see Figure 9). Then

P1 = WD^NQ (4.20)
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Defining (Pg) as (?) at which pa at u = 2k/3,

(4k + 7r)P2(k - &  k)°‘5 (4 k) 2
^ 4----- = ND(| k)

2WD(1 - k) 1.5

P2 = MD2N . k?-— , 30 *5
(4k +  7r)

Pa = V T  w d 2n q  ■= >/3" p 1 (4.21)

Using (Q) as defined by equation (4.19), (p) may be written in the

form

P = P (k - u)°-5u
WDQk'.0.5

(from u == 0 to u = k) (4.22)

— H—— (from u «= k to u = 1)
¥BQk0.5

(4.23)
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A.4 Derivation of Flexible Pole Equations (Non-Linear Theory) 

Assun®

P hO-Smz

Recall that h «.

Then, from z =» 0 to s = kD

p = - mzx0.5

and from z ~ kd to s - D

p - mz(->x) 0.5

Letting El = R

R = p¥dz^

From z = 0 to z = M)

R d4x
dz^

tftozx,0.5

and from z = kd to z = D

R = ¥mzds^ • '

(4.1)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.3b)

Equations (4.29) and (4.30) lead to difficulty in a hurry. An alter

native means of expressing (x) as a function of (z) is by the relation
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a jHx_
dz^

« M-B (4.31)

where (Mb ) is the beading moment in the pole at depth (z)

% ■/;
P(H + z) + / pW(z - z')dz’

0
(4.32)

Substituting equations (4.26) and (4.27) for (p) in (4.32) yields an

other pair of equations which appears to defy any reasonably simple 

solution also. However, if (Mg) is assumed to vary linearly from (PH) 

at the surface to zero at z * D,

d2x
%

PH= PH » - ^ z (4.33)

The boundary conditions are

- P- at z = 0

and

x = ^4 at z = 0

Solving the boundary value problem.

x *» PHz J 
6ED

PHz2 pz + gA (4.34)
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Substituting u = z/D, .

-  —  (3u2 - u3) - PDu •$- BA6R (4.35)

Assuming k ■<= 0.72, the equilibrium equations are

z'"'" o.,________ . ...=
= /

F ~ *f MtnD̂ / u(-%) du - 0
0 y o . 7 2  (4.36)

and

0.72 1.00
PH + itoiD3 / U2X0 .5jju „ MtnD3 / u2(-x)®*3du = 0

0 .72
(4.37)

using (x) as defined by equation (4.35). ■

By using the Prismoidal formula for approximate integration on 

the interval (0, 0.72) and the Trapezoidal rule on the interval 

(0.72, 1.00), equation (4.36) becomes

P G.1728M>2 (0.342 PHD2
6R - 0.36pD + PA)0 *5

v2
•f o . i 4 m m 2 (-2 -S @ _. + p d - pA),0.5 (4 .38)

By allowing (R) to approach infinity, the terms containing (R) will 

vanish and the areas determined by approximate integration can be
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checked against areas for rigid poles by exact integration. The exact 

pressure diagram area above u = 0.72 for rigid poles is 1.131 times as 

large as indicated by the approximation. The corresponding exact area 

below u = 0.72 is 1.184 times as large as its approximated value. By 

multiplying the upper area by 1.131 and the lower area by 1.184, the 

adjusted areas will be nearly exact for large values of (R)* It is 

questionable whether the areas will be improved or not for small values 

of (R>.

Adjusting the approximate pressure diagram areas as suggested 

above, the first equilibrium equation becomes

P - 0.195WmD2 (0.342 2- - 0.36pD 4- pA)0 *56R

4- 0.166WmD2 (-2 — —  4- pD - pA)0,5 = 0 (4.39)6R

Tito second equilibrium equation may be approximated by assuming 
that the centroids of pressure diagram areas will not be at signifi
cantly different distances from the surface than for rigid poles. For 

a rigid pole having a (k) of 0.72, the centroids will be at z = 0.411B 
for the upper area and at z = 0.894D for the lower area. Using these 

values of (a) as moment arms and setting the sum of the moments about 
the ground surface equal to zero, the second equilibrium equation
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becomes

PH +  (0.411)(0.195)WraD3 (0.342 bR 0.36p0 + £A) 0.5

(0.894)(0.166)«mD3(-2 - pA)0,5 = 0 (4.40)

Multiplying equation (4.39) by 0.411 and adding the result to 

equation (4.40),

P(0.411D +  H) = 0o0800WmD3 (- +  £© - PA.)0 *5 (4.41)

In equation (4.35), (x) must equal zero at u «=» 0.72. Therefore

PA = 0.591 . - 0.72pD (4.42)

Substituting equation (4.42) in equation (4.41), letting r ° H/D, and 

multiplying the resulting equation by 7.0,

P(2.88 -5- 7r) = 0.296WnD2*5 (p - - ™ ^ ) 0 '5 (4.43)

Squaring both sides and solving for (p),

11.4P2 (2.88 + 7r)2 . PrD2
W 2ra2D3 2R

(4.44)
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Making the necessary substitutions in equation (4.26), the 

following expression for the pressure above the point of rotation can 

be obtained.

p a - v®°^u (4.45)

where

v =
s 2 PrD in

6R
(1 0.22 11.4P2(2.88 + 7r)2

w 2d 2
(0.72 - u)

The pressure below the point of rotation will be

p = (-v)^'^u (4.46)

The slope of the pressure diagram at the surface will be

dp(u = 0) _
du

5 2
0,978 ..IS?.JL. + 8.2 

6R
>2 (2.88 H- 7r)2

tf D

0.5
(4.47)

Defining (Pp) as the load (P) at which the magnitude of the slope of 

the pressure diagram is equal to the slope of the allowable pressure, 

curve at the surface.

8.2(2.88 +  7r)2PF2 + 0.978rm2D5Pg
W 2D2

n 2d 2

Multiplying through by 6W2D2 and rounding off decimals.
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[7(3 +  7r) ] 2 PF2 4-
rm2H 2D 7PF

R
6M2D^s 2 = O'

rmiV d 7 ' F/nn 2
R +  ([< 2x,x 2.•) 4* 6(14MD N) (3 4- 7r) ]0.5

98(3 4- 7r) (4.48)

For an infinite (R) in equation (4.48), let PF = Pr . Then

6 MD2N „ 0.35WD2N
7(3 4- 7r) 3 4- 7r (4.48A)

If (rm2W 2D7)/R is small compared to 6(14WD2N)(3 4- 7r), the pole 

may be considered rigid. :.

For

rm^W^D7 s
1

0.05 6 (14WD2N)(3 4- 7r)

(1.0025) 0.5 0.05 PR 3 0.95 PR

For

R s PF & 0.95 PR (4.49)
N(3 4- 7r)



A.5 Pole Test Curves

LEGEND

First noticeable yielding 

Excessive yielding

Theoretical load at failure by definition 1 (P^)

Theoretical load at failure by definition 2 (P^)

Theoretical load at failure for flexible poles 
by definition 1 (Py)
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H =21

W  = 1"
D = 7"
H = (VARIES)

/S - ROTATION AT SURFACE - 10'^vADIANS

FIG. 13 RIGID POLE TEST CURVES - HEIGHT SERIES
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W = (VARIES) 
D = 8"
H = 1 6"

/# - ROTATION AT SURFACE - lO'^RADIANS

FIG. 1U RIGID POLE TEST CURVES - WIDTH SERIES

Univ. of Arizona Library
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D = 8"

D = (VARIES) 
H = 1 6"

- ROTATION AT SURFACE - lO'^RADIANS

FIG. 15 RIGID POLE TEST CURVES - DEPTH SERIES
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1,035> 0()0(ESSENTIALLY RIGID)

R = 16,500

R = 5,000 lb-in'

W  = 1"
D = 8"H = 16"
R = (VARIES)

- ROTATION AT SURFACE - 10“4RADIANS

FIG. l6 FLEXIBLE POLE TEST CURVES - RIGIDITY SERIES
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W = 1”
D = 8"
H = (VARIBS)
R = 16,500 lb-in'

- ROTATION AT SURFACE - lO'^RADIANS

FIG. 17 FLEXIBLE POLE TEST CURVES - HEIGHT SERIES
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W  = 1"
D = (VARIES)
H = 12"
R = 16,500 Lb-in'

ROTATION AT SURFACE - lO'^RADIANS

FIG. 18 FLEXIBLE POLE TEST CURVES - DEPTH SERIES
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